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Date: London, 1st November 2021 

Subject: The need for an improved or new world body to better solve the 5 major challenges that affect us all.  

 

Dear Excellency, 

I kindly hope that this letter finds you well. 

  

The World Peace Alliance is an international initiative that aims to contribute with potential solutions to world problems, 

for a more connected, organized and simplified world. 

  

As we kindly bring this subject to your Excellency's attention, we also trust your higher visibility, more than we do, in 

seeing if this could have value or not in the current world situation. The aim of this letter is to propose a starting dialogue 

and initiative within the G20 nations, for the possible creation of a new world body or reform of the G20 or reform of 

the UN, to solve the 5 major world challenges that affect us all collectively, and that need serious attention, these are 

Environment, Health, Security, Economy and Space.  

  

We believe that united, free from political or corporate lobbying, we can amplify, in fairness, the benefits to all and 

achieve more. We must protect each country's interest and benefits and maybe even take the responsibility to protect 

(international norm) to a higher level of protection in these 5 challenges. 

  

The difficulty in the evolution of political will from a regional, national and then possible world stage, lies in the inertia-

resistance exhibited on all intervening levels. Each new and forward evolution of political level is (and has always been) 

embarrassed and hampered by the “scaffolding stages” of the previous developments in political organization. And 

this is true because human loyalties, once mobilized, are hard to change. The same loyalty which makes possible the 

evolution of the territorial state, vastly can complicate the evolutionary development of a possible world body that would 

serve these 5 major global challenges only.  

 

But if we could keep internal affairs to the countries, meaning all remains the same at national level, and countries 

always decide to implement or not, this could be solved, only leaving us to have a possible international platform that 

could be flexible and adaptable to serve jointly each countries’ needs. 

  

Together, we can improve our nations with a fair and better environment protection, health care cooperation, better 

security and constant communications, innovation, trade deals and organized economic balance and space access. 

  

How would a platform to discuss and help solve these 5 challenges look like for a possible nations agreement? A UN 

partial parliament? A G20 advisory parliament? A UN 5 Challenges International Assembly? with advisory status only? 

with pre legislative status?  A new place where countries can invest time, capital and resources and get a possible 

direct or indirect return on investment via these 5 challenges? together all countries could decide... 

  

In this sequence, I would like to kindly ask your Excellency, for a possible starting point, of a dialogue towards this 

direction with all the other G20 nations. This letter was also sent to the other G20 leaders. There is a current need to 

cultivate more communications, tolerance and understanding, so that we can all be a family in this world, and in a spirit 

of friendship, all sides can benefit and be satisfied.  

 

 

Kindest regards 

World Peace Alliance 
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